
Leylandii can drive a
stake into the heart
of a community,
says TomWhipple

It’s amazing
how many

defenceless people
came in for bullying by
hedge growers

’’

H
edges have been in
Clare Hinchcliffe’s life
for 30 years now. First
there was the privet,
25ft high at the end of
her garden. Then the
cypress — which rose
6ft above her house

from a neighbouring property, block-
ing out the light. “I had to become a bit
of a lumberjack to deal with that,” she
says. But the three recently arrived
leylandii, grown at the end of three
other gardens adjoining hers, are a
hedge too far. “Theywill soonbe brush-
ing my eaves,” she says. “I think next
year I shall venture into the law.”
What her neighbours don’t know, is
thatHinchcliffe runsHedgeline—Brit-

ain’s premier support group for those
suffering frommenacing hedges.What
they are about to find out is that she
has more powers than ever before in
her fight against that most ubiquitous
of suburbanmenaces: the leylandii.
After a decades-long battle involving
hedge assassination by urine, endless
arguments about just how many trees
make a hedge, and a terrible accident
involving Ribena, the urban hedge is at
last on the defensive.
The shift in power from hedge grow-
ers to the hedge overgrown hit the
news this week when it was reported
that in Plymouth, a formal complaint
has been made by the neighbours of
David Alvand, a civil engineer whose
35ft cypress trees not only block his
neighbours’ light, but also totally cover
the front of his house. Alvand, 61, a
reclusive man (before the trees, he had
a 12ft wall that residents called the
Berlin Wall), may soon find he has to
take an axe to his green fortifications.
“Before 2005,” Hinchcliffe says,
“every bit of power was in the hands of

the grower. It’s amazing how many
defenceless people — especially the
elderly and disabled—came in for bul-
lying. Now there’s something the vic-
tim can do and it has been immeasura-
bly effective.”
Since the introduction of the Anti-
socialBehaviourAct,which incorporat-
ed high hedges legislation, residents in
England and Wales have the power to
ask the council to intervene in their dis-
pute and force neighbours to prune

their trees. AndHedgeline, which once
dealt with thousands of disputes, now
finds itself in near-hibernation.
Much of the thanks for that legis-
lation goes to Michael Jones. At 82, he
is a man whose name will live long in
suburban legend. He still remembers
his first legal victory, in 1995.His neigh-
bours had taken him to court after he
cut down tenof the cypress trees direct-
ly adjoining his property. Under the
deeds, if those trees were a hedge, they
were a “party hedge” and he was
allowed to prune them. If they were
trees, he wasn’t. “The judge asked me,
‘If I plant ten trees in the middle of
field, is it a hedge?’,” he says. “I said, ‘If
those trees are not far away from each
other and interfere with each other in
height and depth and root potential,
then they form a hedge’.”
Joneswon.More importantly he had
just, in law, defined a hedge. “It has
become precedent,” he says, proudly.
“Leylandiimademe famous.”
As it turned out, his personal battle
was far from over. After losing their
boundary hedge, his neighbours just
grewanother slightly farther in—dem-
onstrating perfectly why further legis-
lation was needed. They then built an
observation scaffold above the hedge,
so that they could watch him. “I still
can’t answer what made them do it,”
Jones says. But the observation scaf-
foldwas amistake. “While climbing the
tower, the mother of the family
dropped a full bottle of Ribena on her
foot and died of an embolism,” he says,

matter-of-factly. Jones has a habit of
slipping in anecdotes like that. He has
another about a “clever dick lawyer” he
“hounded” until he shot himself. As he
says, “the most improbable things
happenwith leylandii”.
When Jones began appearing in the
news — and, indeed, as a victim on
Neighbours fromHell—he received so
many enquiries from people in similar
positions that he set up Hedgeline,
later handing over to Hinchcliffe, to
lobby for the eventually successful
change in the law. Their work contin-
ues in Scotland, but they anticipate vic-
tory there too. He considers his great-
est achievement, though, to be one of
“hearts and minds. We changed how
people think — now everyone sees
hedges like this as antisocial.”
The problem is, and it’s a problem
that might yet apply to the Plymouth
dispute, the law is not perfect — and,
antisocial or not, not everything counts
as a hedge.
Asonememberof thehedge commu-
nity puts it: “If you’ve got one yew tree
next door, you’ve had it. Two yew
trees? You’ve had it. Three? Youmight
just get rid of it.” Trees masquerading
as hedges are not the only difficulty.
Even if it definitely is a hedge, if prun-
ing it to an acceptable height would be
so drastic it might kill it — as may well
also be the case in Plymouth — then
there is no recourse under this law.
Under those circumstances, the best
legal hope might be to plead that the
roots are damaging your property—W
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David Alvand’s trees have
sparked complaints from

his neighbours in Plymouth
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